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E.0 PRAXyS IMPLEMENTATION
E.1 PRAXyS Instrument Implementation

PRAXyS has two co-aligned telescopes, each of which consists of a high-throughput, high-heritage 
mirror illuminating a photoelectric polarimeter with broad-band efficiency and measured performance. 
Each telescope has independent electronics. The two telescopes share a common structure, including a 
one-time-deployable Telescope Optical Bench (TOB). The entire experiment is rotated about the look 
direction to control and remove orientation-dependent systematics. The two telescopes are identical, 
which provides a measure of redundancy, but are clocked 90 degrees around the look axis with respect 
to one another, providing additional tests for and mitigation of potential systematic effects related to 
detector orientation. Instrument components are summarized in Table E-1 and below. Instrument re-
quirements are summarized in the Traceability Matrix (Table D-2) along with measured and designed 
performance. The expected data rate from the single operational mode depends on source brightness; 
data volume is controlled by operations planning.
E.1.1 Mirror Optical Bench Assembly

The mirrors are nearly direct copies of the successful, high-efficiency Suzaku mirrors (Figure E-1). 
Careful calculations for Chandra [Almeida-Sanchez and Pillet 1993], and GEMS [Allured 2012] 
show that grazing incidence reflectivity for orthogonal linear polarizations differs at levels less than 
2 ×10-4; this is further reduced by azimuthal sym-
metry. These calculations are consistent with upper 
limits measured at 30 keV [Katsuta et al. 2009]. 

Foils and housings for both mirrors are in hand; 
the first mirror is assembled (Figure E-1). Relative 
to the Suzaku mirrors, modifications for PRAXyS 
are all simplifications: a small diameter reduction, a 
reduction in the number of alignment bars, and un-
masking the end sectors. Effective area performance 
and field of view (FOV) are summarized in Figure 
E-2. PRAXyS performance estimates are based on 
ray tracing, validated against ray tracing and mea-
surements of the Suzaku flight mirrors.

Mirror thermal control is accomplished by front 

Table E-1: X-ray Polarimeter Instrument Components; all components are at advanced stage of development
# Unit 

mass
Total Mass 

(CBE)
Orbit average 

Power (CBE) Design status

(kg) (kg) (W)
Mirror Optical Bench Assembly (E.1.1) 1 30.97 Detailed design, ICDs released

Mirrors 2 10.90 Flight mirror 1 assembled;  Flight mirror 2 components in hand
Thermal shields 4 0.48 Based on Suzaku design
Bench, Inserts, fasteners, misc 1 7.26 Approved for manufacturing

Telescope Optical Boom (E.1.2) 1 6.68 Design at CDR; ETU passed vibration. ICDs released
Instrument Support Structure (E.1.2) 1 23.33 ICDs released
Polarimeter Assembly (E.1.3) 2 33.17 16.70 ETUs exist prototype exist. Many flight components exist

Baseplate Assembly 2 5.71 ETU plus 90% flight parts
Cover Assembly 2 2.85 ETU plus 100% flight parts
Internal components, cards, harnesses 2 5.49 ETU plus 50% flight parts
MXS assembly 2 0.31 ETU
Shield 2 2.23 Shielding to fit flight build

Telescope Electronics Box (E.1.4) 2 2.49 4.98 14.00 ETUs exist;  successful electrical end to end test
High Voltage Power Supply (E.1.4) 2 3.10 6.20 10.64 ETU for Polarimeter HV exists; part of successful end-to-end 

test. Design for MXS HV exists.
Harness (E.1.5) 1 17.51 2.42 Standard construction
Thermal (E.1.5) 1 6.34 54.50 Standard construction and design
Payload Total Mass, Current Best Estimate (CBE) 129.19 98.26
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Figure E-1: One PRAXyS flight mirror has been assembled; 
housings and reflectors for the second mirror are in hand.


